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Abstract
The number of days that a home stays on the housing market (Days-On-Market—DOM)
provides crucial information about the real estate market’s behavior that affects the
buyer’s/seller’s decision (at the micro-level) and indicates the level of risk associated with real
estate investments and identifies the housing bubbles (at the macro level). Housing data has a
mixture of simple and complex attributes. A complex attribute in contrast with a simple
attribute, has an array of values for a real estate property, which creates a major challenge in
prediction of DOM. DOM is a binary attribute with values of “short” ( six months) and “long”
(> six months). The goal was tri-fold: (a) inclusion of complex attributes in DOM’s prediction
for single-family homes in Savannah, (b) Analysis, design, and implementation of two
prediction models of Naïve Bayesian (NB) and Linear Regression (LR) to predict DOM, and (c)
Comparing the results to establish the prediction superiority and robustness of the models. The
results revealed that LR has a superior performance (94% prediction accuracy) over NB (76%
prediction accuracy). The percentage of true short prediction (TS), false short prediction (FS),
true long prediction (TL), and false long prediction (FL) for LR were 98%, 2%, 82%, and 18%,
respectively. TS, FS, TL, and FL for NB were 90%, 10%, 19%, and 81% respectively. The
robustness superiority of LR (degradation of 0.5% in prediction accuracy) was established over
NB (degradation of 1%) using a dataset with 150% increase in the noise level.
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1. Introduction
A single-family home that is listed in a housing market has a large set of attributes that
potential buyers consider when deciding on the purchase of a home. One such attribute is DaysOn-Market (DOM), which represents the number of days that a home stays on the market. DOM
is an important indicator that provides information about the behavior of the real estate market.
At the micro-level, DOM affects the buyer’s and seller’s decision [1][2][3]. Buyers consider
DOM as an indication of the home’s condition and the seller’s motivation for selling the house.
Sellers use the average DOM for comparative homes as one strong factor in pricing their
properties. At the macro level, DOM is a measure of liquidity in the housing market and
indicates the level of risk associated with real estate investments. It also helps policymakers to
identify the housing bubble [4][5].
There is relatively small number of investigations on prediction of DOM for a given
housing market. The use of statical approaches [6][7][8] and more recently the use of machine
learning [9][10] are the methodologies employed in prediction of DOM.
One of the major challenges in prediction of the DOM is having mixture of simple and
complex attributes. A simple attribute carries one value for a given property. The number of
bedrooms, list price, number of garages are among the simple attributes.
A complex attribute may have an array of values for a given property. For example, the
attribute of floor description has an array of values for a property since there is more than one
type of covered floors in a single-family home. A complex attribute borrows its array of values
from a domain which is a list of possible values of the attribute for all properties. The exterior ,
construction type, community, custom rooms are among the complex attributes. To the best of
our knowledge handling of the complex attributes in prediction of DOM has not been reported in
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literature. The DOM itself is a binary attribute with two values of short-period of time, or simply
short (up to six months) and long-period of time, or simply long (more than six months).
The goal of this research effort was tri-fold: : (a) inclusion of complex attributes in
DOM’s prediction for single-family homes in Savannah, (b) Analysis, design, and
implementation of two prediction models of Naïve Bayesian (NB) and Linear Regression (LR) to
predict DOM, and (c) Comparing the results to establish the prediction superiority and
robustness of the models. To meet the goal, the following objectives were completed (i)
Cleaning the MLS dataset and discretizing data (ii) Identifying the relevant attributes, (iii)
Developing the two Prediction models of linear regression and Naïve Bayesian, and comparing
their performances, and (iv) Examining the robustness of the Prediction models.
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. The Methodology is presented in Section 2.
The Empirical Results are discussed in Section 3. The Conclusions and Future Research are
covered in Section 4.

2. Methodology
The methodologies for cleaning and discretizing data, identifying the relevant attributes
to DOM, and developing the two Prediction models of Naïve Bayesian and linear regression are
covered in the following three sub-sections.

2.1. Cleaning and Discretization of Data
The original dataset consisted 520 attributes and 34,730 data records for the real estate
properties of several cities located in the Southeast of Georgia. The data were collected for
duration of 9 years (2007-2016). Since we wanted to investigate DOM only for the housing
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market of Savannah, records that belong to the housing market of other cities were removed. We
also had a small number of records with missing data (<0.24%). We decided against imputing
the missing data and removed those records from the dataset. The number of records in our
dataset reduced to 20,866.
The reduction process created trivial attributes. For example, having an attribute for the
city name in which the real estate property is resided became a trivial attribute. The dataset also
included a number of disaggregated attributes that were aggregated as one attribute. For
example, all disaggregated attributes accommodating the components of a property’s Zip-code
were aggregated under one attribute, Zip. There were also after-the-fact attributes that carry data
about the completion of the selling process. these attributes were removed. Closing-Date,
Closing-Cost, Sold-Price are among this type of attributes. In addition, there were secondary
attributes with no effects on DOM and they were removed. For example, percentage of money
distribution between the seller and buyer agents at the closing time, seller/buyer agent
communications with the buyer/seller agent, the detailed information about the listing office,
listing agent, co-listed agents were among the secondary attributes. It needs to be mentioned that
the aggregation of the disaggregated attributes was completed first and then trivial, after-the-fact,
and secondary attributes were removed from the dataset. The cleaned dataset had 50 attributes
and 20866 records.
To discretize data, attributes were divided into two major groups of simple and complex
attributes. A simple attribute had only one value for each real estate property. Based on the
nature of the value, simple attributes were further divided into category and continuous. For
example, attributes of the number-of-bedroom, number-of-garage, number-of-bath are among the
category attributes. For these attributes, we used their categorical data as their discrete values.
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In the case, that a category attribute had linguistic values, an integer number was assigned to
each linguistic value and the assigned integer numbers were used as the discrete values for the
attribute. There were category attributes with too many categorical data and, hence, too many
discrete values. For these category attributes some of the categorical data were collapsed to
bring down the number of discrete values. The attribute of the number-of-room is in this group.
The number-of-rooms go up to 12 and so the number of discrete values. To reduce the number
of discrete values for the number-of rooms, all the records with more than six rooms were
collapsed into one category.
The continuous attributes were discretized either by an equal-width histogram method or
an equal-size histogram method [11]. In the former method, the difference between the
minimum and maximum continuous values for the attribute was divided into n equal width. As a
result, properties are divided into n groups and the discrete values of 1 to n were assigned to the
continuous attribute accordingly. In the later method, the number of properties for each group
remained the same and the width changed.
A complex attribute had several values for each real estate property. And these values were
categorical data. To discretize these attributes, the following two steps were taken:
1. We considered each categorical value as 1-value itemset and counted the frequency of
its appearance in the attribute for the entire dataset. Those 1-value itemsets with count
less than a threshold (support count—SC) were dismissed as disqualified itemsets. We
built all the possible 2-value itemsets out of the qualified 1-value itemsets. The
qualified 2-value itemsets were identified by counting their frequency in the attribute
and dismissing those with counts less than SC. We continued this process until no new
qualified itemset could be generated. Suppose in the iteration number k+1we have
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reached to this point. This means that at the k iteration we had qualified k-value
itemsets. We also referred to k as the level of the itemsets. Therefore, we had qualified
itemsets from level 1 to level k. Creation of the k-value itemets were captured in the
algorithm One which is a version of the Apriori Algorithm and shown in Figure 1. [12].
2. We removed all the itemsets in level j if they were a subset of itemsets in level j+1.
Assigned a discrete value of 1 to k to all survived qualified itemsets in levels of 1 to k,
respectively. This means that if we had more than one k-value itemsets in level k, for
example, then all of them have assigned the discrete value of k. The same was true for
all the levels. One may ask, why each itemset in level k, for example, was not assigned
a different discrete value. The answer lies on the fact that each itemset in level k had the
same attraction to different group of buyers. A sample of discretization process for a
complex attribute is shown in Appendix 1.

Algorithm ONE
Input: Complex attribute of C and a support_count (SC).
Output: K-value itemset(s)
Procedure:
i = 1;
go = 1;
Build all the possible 1-value itemsets;
Repeat (go)
For each i-value itemset do:
Count the frequency of i-value itemset;
If (count  SC)
Then Keep the i-value itemset as a qualified itemset;
Else dismiss the i-value itemset;
End;
i++;
Build all the possible i-value itemsets out of the qualified (i-1)-value itemsets;
If (no i-value itemsets can be built) Then go = 0;
End;
End;

Figure 1: A Version of Apriori Algorithm
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The decision attribute of DOM was discretized into two values of 1 and 2. DOM = 1
(Short) meant that the property was maximum of 180 days (six months) in the market. DOM = 2
(Long) meant that the property was more than 6 months in the market.

2.2. Identification of the Relevant Attributes
What is a relevant attribute? An attribute is considered relevant if it influences the DOM
attribute. As the first step, we used the Cramer’s V Measure of Association [13] to identify those
attributes who have high correlations with other attributes (>0.7), and they were removed. For
further identification of the relevant attributes, we decided to use two different methods of Gain
Measure of Association [14] and Ratio Measure of Association [15]. In both methods, DOM
(the decision attribute ) was considered as the function of the rest of the attributes (conditional
attributes). A short description of the Cramer’s V Measure of Association, Gain Measure of
Association, and Ratio Measure of Association are as follows:
Cramer’s V Measure of Association: Delivered the correlations among the attributes of the
cleaned dataset. Cramer’s V measure of association is suitable when discrete data were used.
The measure was based on the chi-squared test of association. Let χ2 be Pearson’s chi-squared
statistics. For an m × n contingency table, the Cramer’s V statistic can be written as Formula (1)
𝑥2

V =√𝑁[min(𝑚,𝑛)−1]
Where,

(1)

N is the number of records and
V ranges between 0 and 1, where 1 indicates the highest correlation.
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Gain Measure of Association: Delivered a measure of gain for DOM. The attributes for which
DOM has a higher gain were considered more relevant to DOM. Gain is calculated by applying:
a. Formula (2) to calculate the entropy for a given attribute, X, in the dataset.
i. E(X) = -p1*log2 p1 – p2*log2 p2 - . . . – pk*log2 pk
(2)
Where,

k is the number of the discrete values in the attribute and
pi is probability for discrete value of i in the attribute X (i.e., the frequency of
discrete value i in the attribute to the total number of records in the dataset).

b. Formula (3) to calculate the branching measures of entropy for different discrete values
of attribute X.
i. 𝐵(𝑋) = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑝𝑣𝑖 ∗ 𝐸(𝑑𝑣𝑖 )

(3)

Where, n is the number of discrete values in X,
vi is a discrete value in X,
pvi is the probability of the discrete value of vi in X,
𝑑𝑣𝑖 is a subset of the records in the dataset for which the value of X is vi, and
𝐸(𝑑𝑣𝑖 )is the entropy of the DOM in the dataset 𝑑𝑣𝑖 .
c. Formula (4) to calculate the measure of gain, G, for DOM in reference to a given attribute
X.
Gx(DOM) = E(DOM)-B(X)

(4)
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Ratio Measure of Association: Delivered a measure of Ratio for DOM. As a matter of fact, the
Gain Measure is generally higher for those attributes with a higher number of discrete values.
To eliminate this sensitivity, the Ratio measure was used. The ratio measure, Rx, of DOM in
reference to a given attribute X is calculated by using Formula (5).
Rx(DOM) = Gx(DOM)/ N

(5)

Where, N is the number of discrete values for X and
Gx(DOM) is the gain measure of DOM in reference to the attribute X.

The list of relevant attributes by the two different measures are in Table 1.a and Table
1.b, respectively. After consultation with two real estate agents as experts, the relevant attributes
that were identified by the Ratio measures were adopted as the final set of attributes for our
dataset.

Table 1: Relevant Attributes: (a) identified by Gain Measure of Association and
(b) identified by Ratio Measure of Association
Attribute Name
coolingtype
covenant-fee
highschool
listprice
lotsize
masterbath
masterbedroom
middle
numfireplaces
numgaragespaces
numheatingunits
numwaterheaters
(a)

Attribute Name
roof
roomcount
seller
sellingoffice
sewer
structure
style
water
waterFront
waterHeat
DOM

Attribute Name
coolingtype
customrooms
foundation
listprice
lotsize
numfireplaces
numgaragespaces
numheatingunits
numwaterheaters
pool
roof
seller

Attribute Name
sewer
structure
water
waterFront
waterHeat
DOM

(b)
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2.3. Development of the Prediction models
Two prediction models of the linear regression [15] and the Naïve Bayesian [16] were
used separately to predict the DOM. Two prediction models were used to not only compare the
prediction power of the two models but also their robustness in reference to real estate data.

Linear Regression: The prediction model can be written as formula (6):
DOMt = Xtβ +𝜀𝑡

(6)

Where,
DOM is the N*1 days-on-market vector,
Xt is the N*k matrix of housing attributes,

 is a vector of parameters indicating the relationship between DOM and the rest
of the attribute test,
𝜀𝑡 is the error term.

The least-squares estimator is obtained by minimizing the sum of a quadratic loss
function L(DOM, Xβ) = (DOMt − Xtβ)2. Consider the objective function of ∑(DOMt − Xtβ)2: The
least-squares estimator 𝛽̂ is the solution to the minimization problem in which the objective
function above is minimized. This solution provides the coefficients needed for predicting DOM.
We examined its performance using an out-of-sample forecasting scheme. The linear regression
was executed using the R statistical package [17]. The model learned from a training set and
tested against a test set. For every test record, the predicted value for DOM was compared to the
actual DOM value of the test record. (This was possible because the test set contained a number
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of randomly chosen records from our cleaned and discretized real estate dataset). If the
predicted value was within a certain margin of error, then the prediction was considered accurate.

Naïve Bayesian system: This prediction model delivered a predicted DOM value for a test
record, r using a training set. The test record is made-up of K attributes of A1, . . ., Ak and each
record of the training set is made-up of (K+1) attributes. The first K attributes are the same as
the K attributes of the test record and the extra attribute is DOM attribute. For the discrete value
of j (j = 1 to m) in DOM, we calculated the conditional probability of the test record having the
discrete value of j using formula (7). Consequently, m different conditional probabilities are
calculated for the test record r. The discrete value with the highest probability was the winner
and it was selected as the predicted DOM value for r.
P(DOM = j | r) =

𝑃(𝐷𝑂𝑀=𝑗)∗ ∏𝑘
𝑖 𝑃(𝐴𝑖 = 𝑣 |𝐷𝑂𝑀=𝑗)
𝑃(𝑟)

(7)

Where,
Ai

is the i-th attribute of the record r and v is its value.

k is the number of attributes in the test record of r.
j is a discrete value for DOM attribute
P(DOM = j) is the probability of DOM with value of j in the training set, and
P(Ai = v |DOM = j) is the conditional probability of attribute Ai with value of v in the
training set, given DOM = j.
P(r) does not need to be calculated because it will have the same value in all of the
P(DOM=j | r) (for j =1 to m).
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In the case of a tie between the conditional probabilities, a failure in prediction of DOM
for r has been reached. The prediction accuracy could be easily determined because r borrowed
from the original dataset.
Before we explain the method for measuring the robustness of the two models, one may
ask what the robustness of a prediction model is? This is the ability that a predictive model
makes correct predictions while encountering a noisy dataset [18]. We used the version of our
dataset prior to removal of the irrelevant attributes using Gain and Ratio measures as our noisy
dataset. The degradation of the predictive power of the two models due to the presence of noise
in the dataset were measured by Formula (8).
Degradation = PC/PN

(8)

Where,
PC is the percentage of drop in the prediction accuracy and
PN is the percentage of noise in the dataset.

3. Empirical Results
After cleaning and discretizing the dataset, the Cramer’s V Measure of Association
identified three attributes of covenant_fee, recreation-facilities, and neighborhood-Highschool
attributes that were highly correlated with other attributes. These three attributes were removed
from the dataset.
The identification of the relevant attributes was completed using the two methods of
Gain and Ratio measure of associations separately. The findings were shared and consulted with
two real estate agents as experts. The most relevant attributes identified by the Ratio measures of
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association were selected to work with. Our working real estate dataset had 20866 records and
18 attributes. These attributes were depicted in Table 1.b.

The application of the linear regression on 100 randomly chosen pairs of training (80% of the
records) and test (20% of the records) sets were completed for four different error’s margin of
0.4, 0.35, 0.3, 0.25, 0.20, and 0.15. The averages for the accuracy of the prediction of the test
records for 100 random pairs of training and test sets were shown in Table 2. Considering the
margin error of 0.4, the detailed predictions of DOM=1 and DOM=2 was shown in Table 3.

Table 2: The average for the correct predictions of the test records of 100 random pairs of
training (80% of the records) and test (20% of the records) sets by the Linear
Regression.

0.40
Min
0.940
Max
0.953
Median
0.947
Mean
0.946
Accuracy 95%

0.35
0.934
0.954
0.943
0.943
94%

Margin of Error:
0.30 0.25
0.20
0.918 0.900 0.866
0.936 0.918 0.891
0.929 0.910 0.880
0.929 0.910 0.880
93% 91%
88%

0.15
0.747
0.778
0.764
0.764
0.76%

Table 3: The average for the correct predictions of the test records of 100 random pairs of
training (80% of the records) and test (20% of the records) sets by the Linear
Regression model for 0.4 Margin of error.
Actual DOM values
Predicted
DOM values
1
2
Total

1
3230
69
3299

2
143
647
790

Total
3373
716
4089

Let us consider the mask of Figure 2, which was built for Table 3. Mapping the mask of
Figure 2 over Table 3 revealed that TS is the true short (DOM=1) prediction and it is the number
of records with DOM =1 for which the predicted DOM value was also 1. FS is the false short
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(DOM=1) prediction and it is the number of records with DOM =2 for which the predicted
DOM value was 1. TL is the true long (DOM=2) prediction and it is the number of records with
DOM =2 for which the predicted DOM value was also 2. FL is the false long (DOM=2)
prediction and it is the number of records with DOM =1 for which the predicted DOM value was
2. D1 and D2 are the total number of the records for which DOM =1 and DOM =2, respectively.
The mask was instrumental in calculation of different statistics for the Linear Regression that
were shown in Table 4.

Actual DOM values
Predicted
DOM values
1
2
Total

1
2
Total
TS
FS
P1
FL
TL
P2
D1
D2
S
Figure 2: A mask used to calculate some statistics.

Table 4: Statistics for the Linear Regression model
Statistic
Accuracy:
(TS+TL)/S
Error Rate: (FS
+FL)/S
% of true short
prediction: TS/D1
% of false short
prediction: FL/D1
% of true long
prediction: TL/D2
% of false long period prediction:
FS/D2

Linear
regression
3877/4089 = 95%
212/4089 = 5%
3230/3299 = 98%
69/3299 = 2%
647/790 = 82%
143/790 = 18%

The Naïve Bayesian prediction model also applied on 100 randomly chosen pairs of
training and test sets (with 80% of the records in the training set and 20% of the records in the
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test set). The average results were shown in Table 5. The choice of the margin of error was not
directly applicable to the Naïve Bayesian . The mask of Figure 2 was also used to generate
statistics for the Naïve Bayesian model, and they were shown in Table 6.

Table 5: The average for the correct predictions of the test records of 100 random pairs of
training (80% of the records) and test (20% of the records) sets by the Naïve Bayesian
model.
Actual DOM values
Predicted
DOM values
1
2
Total

1
2957
333
3290

2
649
152
801

Total
3606
485
4091

Table 6: Statistics for Naïve Bayesian model.
Statistics
Accuracy:
(TS+TL)/S
Error Rate: (FS
+FL)/S
% of true short
prediction: TS/D1
% of false short
prediction: FL/D1
% of true long
prediction: TL/D2
% of false long period prediction:
FS/D2

Naïve Bayesian
3109/4091= 76%
982/4091 = 24%
2957/3290 = 90%
333/3290 = 10%
649/801 = 81%
152/801 = 19%
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To compare the robustness of the two prediction models in reference to our real estate
properties, we added 27 attributes from the list of irrelevant attributes as noise to our dataset.
This addition increased the number of attributes in our dataset from 18 to 45. In fact, we
increased the number of attributes by more than 150% to introduce heavy noise to our dataset.
In fact, the amount of noise was the predominant in this noisy dataset. The list of all attributes in
our noisy dataset was shown in Table 7.

Table 7: The list of the attributes in the noisy dataset.

Attribute Name

Attribute
Name

Attribute
Name

Attribute Name

Cooling Type

Construction

Lot Description Structure

Association Fee

Cooling Type

Bath Count

Customrooms

Bed Count

Exterior

Lot View
Master
Bathroom
Master
Bedroom

Room Count

Flood Insurance Middle School Water Heater

Number of Stories

Floors

Parking

Age

Number of Fireplaces
Number of Garage
Spaces
Number of Heating
Units
Number of Water
Heaters

Foundation

Pool

Square Feet

Heating Type

Road

Inclusions

Roof

Zip Code
Days_On
Market

Interior

Seller

List Price

Kitchen

Selling Office

Community

Laundry

Sewer

Style
Water
Water Front

Both predictive models were applied on the noisy dataset for comparing their robustness.
The average for the prediction accuracy of the test records of 100 random pairs of training (80%
of the records) and test (20% of the records) sets by the Linear Regression and Naïve Bayesian
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models along with their prediction power degradation were depicted in Table 8. Based on the
results in Table 8 the degradation in the prediction power of the Naïve Bayesian model is as
twice as the degradation for the linear regression.

Table 8: The average degradation of the prediction power for the Linear
Regression and Naïve Bayesian models using noisy dataset.
Model

Linear
Regression
Naïve
Bayesian

Average % of
Average % of
Accuracy Prediction for Degradation of the
Noisy dataset
prediction power
87%
8/150 = 0.5%
60%

16/150 = 1%

4. Summary, Conclusions, and Future Research
The goal of this research effort was tri-fold: : (a) inclusion of complex attributes in
DOM’s prediction for single-family homes in Savannah, (b) Analysis, design, and
implementation of two prediction models of Naïve Bayesian (NB) and Linear Regression (LR) to
predict DOM, and (c) Comparing the results to establish the prediction superiority and
robustness of the models.
i.

To meet the goal, the following objectives were completed:

Cleaning the MLS dataset and discretizing data were implemented by removal of those
records that were not representing the Savannah housing market. We also completed the
aggregation of the disaggregated attributes and removed those attributes that were trivial,
after-the-fact, or secondary. The cleaned dataset had 50 attributes and 20866 records.
The equal-width histogram method and equal-size histogram method were used to
discretize simple continuous attributes. The Apriori algorithm was used to discretize the
complex attributes.
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Identifying the relevant attributes that was completed by employing Cramer’s V Measure

ii.

of Association, Gain Measure of Association, and Ratio Measures of Association.
iii.

Developing the two prediction models of the linear regression and the Naïve Bayesian
and Comparing their performances on prediction accuracy of DOM.

iv.

Examining the robustness of the prediction accuracy of the models by examining the
performances of our prediction accuracy of the models encountering noisy data.

The results revealed the superiority of the linear regression performance over the Naïve
Bayesian model for the margin of error of greater than or equal 0.2 (Reported in Table 4).
However, for the margin of error less than 0.2 the performance of the Linear Regression model
came extremely close to the performance of the Naïve Bayesian model. In reference to the
Naïve Bayesian model, one could argue that for a given test record, the conditional probability of
DOM=1 and DOM =2 may differ in their, say, 5th digit. This means that the margin of error is
the minimum of 0.00001. Having said that, the maximum differences between the two
conditional probabilities was 1, the minimum difference was close to zero, and on average the
difference was 0.5. If this margin of error was used for the Linear Regression model, the
prediction accuracy of DOM was 100%. Therefore, the linear regression had a higher power of
prediction . The robustness testing of the two models also supported the fact that Linear
Regression is more robust.
As future research, we try to: (a) increase the discrete values for DOM to narrow down its
prediction and (b) model the causality of “days-on-market” (DOM) for single-family real estate
sales in Savannah. This modeling will investigate causes behind DOM which could be
manipulated by a seller/agent for a desirable outcome.
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Appendix 1:
An example for discretizing of a complex attribute (kitchenbreakfast attribute was selected)
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Step 1: The algorithm Apriori was applied and the following itemsets were created:
1-value itemsets (counts are also
shown)
Pantry: 7738
Breakfast Bar: 5083
Unknown: 5733
Butler Pantry: 451
Breakfast Room: 1265
Country Kitchen: 1037
Breakfast Area: 10275
Galley Kitchen: 1598
Island: 2352
Gourmet Kitchen: 1993
2-value itemsets (counts are also
shown)
BreakfastRoom & Pantry: 737
BreakfastBar & GourmetKitchen: 994
BreakfastArea & GalleyKitchen: 772
GourmetKitchen & Island: 902
BreakfastArea & GourmetKitchen:
1226
BreakfastBar & BreakfastRoom: 427
BreakfastBar & Pantry: 2928
CountryKitchen & Pantry: 497
BreakfastArea & Pantry: 5298
GourmetKitchen & Pantry: 1172
BreakfastArea & BreakfastBar: 2810
BreakfastArea & Island: 1594
BreakfastBar & Island: 1052
BreakfastArea & CountryKitchen: 605
GalleyKitchen & Pantry: 669
Island & Pantry: 1503
3-value itemset (counts are also shown)
BreakfastBar & GourmetKitchen & Pantry:
580
BreakfastArea & BreakfastBar & Island: 677
BreakfastArea & BreakfastBar &
GourmetKitchen: 617
BreakfastArea & BreakfastBar & Pantry:
1835
BreakfastArea & Island & Pantry: 812
BreakfastArea & GourmetKitchen & Island:
528
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GourmetKitchen & Island & Pantry: 560
BreakfastArea & GourmetKitchen & Pantry:
754
4-value itemset (counts are also shown)
BreakfastArea & BreakfastBar & Island &
Pantry: 465

Step 2 Removal of itemsets from level j if they are a part of itemsets in level j+1.
1-value itemset
Unknown: 5733
Butler Pantry: 451
2-value itemset
BreakfastRoom & Pantry: 737
BreakfastArea & GalleyKitchen: 772
BreakfastBar & BreakfastRoom: 427
CountryKitchen & Pantry: 497
BreakfastArea & CountryKitchen: 605
GalleyKitchen & Pantry: 669
3-value itemset
BreakfastBar & GourmetKitchen & Pantry:
580
BreakfastArea & BreakfastBar &
GourmetKitchen: 617
BreakfastArea & GourmetKitchen & Island:
528
GourmetKitchen & Island & Pantry: 560
BreakfastArea & GourmetKitchen & Pantry:
754
4-value itemset
BreakfastArea & BreakfastBar & Island &
Pantry: 465

Step 3: Assigning Discrete values
1-value itemset
Unknown: 5733
Butler Pantry: 451
2-value itemset
BreakfastRoom & Pantry: 737

Discrete
Value
5
4
Discrete
Value
3
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BreakfastArea & GalleyKitchen: 772
BreakfastBar & BreakfastRoom: 427
CountryKitchen & Pantry: 497
BreakfastArea & CountryKitchen: 605
GalleyKitchen & Pantry: 669

3-value itemset
BreakfastBar & GourmetKitchen & Pantry:
580
BreakfastArea & BreakfastBar &
GourmetKitchen: 617
BreakfastArea & GourmetKitchen & Island:
528
GourmetKitchen & Island & Pantry: 560
BreakfastArea & GourmetKitchen & Pantry:
754
4-value itemset
BreakfastArea & BreakfastBar & Island &
Pantry: 465

3
3
3
3
3
Discrete
Value
2
2
2
2
2
Discrete
value
1
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‘
Appendix 2:
Computer codes
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1. Naïve Bayesian Classification Program:
public class Bayesian {
static ArrayList <String>testReader=new ArrayList<>();
static ArrayList <String>trainReader=new ArrayList<>();
static ArrayList <String>domOne=new ArrayList<>();
static ArrayList <String>domTwo=new ArrayList<>();
static BigDecimal[] attributeRatio=new BigDecimal[23];
static ArrayList <Integer> predictedDom=new ArrayList<>();
static ArrayList <Integer> actualDom=new ArrayList<>();
public static void main (String [] args){
readFile();
classify();
}
public static void readFile(){
testReader= new ArrayList<String>();
try {
File myObj = new File("/Users/Open/Desktop/K-1Ratio.csv");
Scanner sc = new Scanner(myObj);
int randomizer=0;
while (sc.hasNextLine()) {
System.out.println(1);
String data = sc.nextLine();
if(!data.isEmpty()&&!data.equals(",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,")){
//seperate 20% and 80%
data=data.trim();
String [] temp=new String [23];
temp=data.split(",");
randomizer=Integer.parseInt(temp[22]);
if(randomizer<4173) {
testReader.add(data);
}else {
trainReader.add(data);
}
}
}
sc.close();
} catch (FileNotFoundException e) {
System.out.println("An error occurred.");
e.printStackTrace();
}
}
public static void classify(){
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String [] temp=new String [21];
int domActual=0;
testReader.remove(0);
for(String s: trainReader){
temp=s.split(",");
System.out.println(s);
//must edit
domActual=Integer.parseInt(temp[21]);
//get total number of attributes with this statistic
if (domActual==1){
domOne.add(s);
}else if(domActual==2){
domTwo.add(s);
}
}
int tracker=0;
for (String s: testReader){
temp=s.split(",");
domActual=Integer.parseInt(temp[21]);
System.out.println("dom: "+domActual);
actualDom.add(domActual);
System.out.println(tracker);
tracker++;
BigDecimal test=getAttributes(domOne, s);
BigDecimal test1=getAttributes(domTwo, s);
int predictedResult=maximum(test,test1);
predictedDom.add(predictedResult);
}
//print results in grid
compare();
}
//COUNTS OF ATTRIBUTES IN DOM
public static BigDecimal getAttributes(ArrayList<String> tester, String currLine){
int count=0;
BigDecimal returnVal=new BigDecimal(0);
String [] actualRow=new String[21];
actualRow=currLine.split(",");
String [] pos=new String[21];
for (int i=0;i<actualRow.length;i++){
count=0;
for (String s: tester){
pos=s.split(",");
if(pos[i].equals(actualRow[i])){
count+=1;
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}
}
//need concatenation
attributeRatio[i]=new BigDecimal(1.0*count/(tester.size()));
}
System.out.println();
returnVal=attributeRatio[0];
for(int d=1;d<attributeRatio.length-2;d++){
returnVal=returnVal.multiply((attributeRatio[d]));
}
returnVal= returnVal.multiply(new
BigDecimal(1.0*tester.size()/trainReader.size()));
System.out.println(returnVal);
return returnVal;
}
//return maximum of tested
public static int maximum(BigDecimal a1, BigDecimal a2){
if (a1.compareTo(a2)>0){
return 1;
}
else if (a2.compareTo(a1)>0){
return 2;
}
else{
return 0;
}
}
//compare predicted to actual
public static void compare(){
//predicted always comes first
int same1=0;
int same2=0;
int different12=0;
int different21=0;
int other=0;
for (int i=0;i<predictedDom.size();i++){
if (predictedDom.get(i)==1&&actualDom.get(i)==1){
same1++;
}
else if (predictedDom.get(i)==2&&actualDom.get(i)==2){
same2++;
}else if (predictedDom.get(i)==1&&actualDom.get(i)==2){
different12++;
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}else if (predictedDom.get(i)==2&&actualDom.get(i)==1){
different21++;
}else{
other++;
}
}
System.out.println("Same 1 1: "+same1);
System.out.println("Same 2 2: "+same2);
System.out.println("Predicted Actual");
System.out.println("1 2: "+different12);
System.out.println("2 1: "+different21);
System.out.println("Other: "+other);
}
}
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2. Linear Regression Program:
data = read.csv(“~/K-1-Ratio.csv", header = T)
attach(data)
#########################
## out-of-sample forecasting ##
#########################
dom = data[,50]
fmla = dom ~ coolingtype_Discrete + customrooms_Discrete +
foundation_Discrete + listprice_Discrete +
lotsize_Discrete + numfireplaces +
numgaragespaces + numheatingunits +
numwaterheaters + pool_Discrete + roof_Discrete +
seller_Discrete + sewer_Discrete +
structure_Discrete + water_Discrete +
waterFront_discrete + waterHeat_Discrete
N = 100
n = nrow(data)
Accuracy = array(0,dim=c(N,1))
for (i in 1:N){
train_sample = sample(n, size = trunc(.8*n))
train_data = data[train_sample, ]
test_data = data[-train_sample, ]
model_train = lm(formula = fmla, data = data)
e = test_data[,50] - predict(model_train,test_data)
abse = abs(e)
Accuracy[i] = length(abse[abse < .4])/length(abse)
}
summary(Accuracy)
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3. Cramer’s Statistical Measure Program:
public class EBM {
static ArrayList <String>lineReader=new ArrayList<>();
static ArrayList <String>valueReader=new ArrayList<>();
static ArrayList <String>domReader=new ArrayList<>();
static double branchFinal;
static int[] countArr=new int[13];
static int divisor;
static double ent;
//calculated from DOM
static final double discovery=2.0004036869857753;
public static void main (String[] args){
readFile();
count();
calculateDivisor();
entropy();
Branch();
gain();
}
public static void readFile(){
lineReader= new ArrayList<String>();
valueReader= new ArrayList<String>();
domReader= new ArrayList<String>();
try {
File myObj = new File("/Users/Open/Desktop/ReadThesis.txt");
Scanner myReader = new Scanner(myObj);
while (myReader.hasNextLine()) {
String data = myReader.nextLine();
if(!data.isEmpty()){
lineReader.add(data);
}
}
myReader.close();
} catch (FileNotFoundException e) {
System.out.println("An error occurred.");
e.printStackTrace();
}
try {
File myObj = new File("/Users/Open/Desktop/MyThesis.txt");
Scanner myReader = new Scanner(myObj);
while (myReader.hasNextLine()) {
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String data = myReader.nextLine();
if(!data.isEmpty()){
valueReader.add(data);
}
}
myReader.close();
} catch (FileNotFoundException e) {
System.out.println("An error occurred.");
e.printStackTrace();
}
try {
File myObj = new File("/Users/Open/Desktop/DOM.txt");
Scanner myReader = new Scanner(myObj);
while (myReader.hasNextLine()) {
String data = myReader.nextLine();
if(!data.isEmpty()){
domReader.add(data);
}
}
myReader.close();
} catch (FileNotFoundException e) {
System.out.println("An error occurred.");
e.printStackTrace();
}
}
public static void entropy(){
//= -p 1 *log 2 p1 -p 2 *log 2 p2
//where p1 is ratio of 1 attributes
//log2 N = log10 N / log10 2
ent=0.0;
for (int i=1;i< divisor+1;i++) {
ent=ent-(countArr[i]/20865.*
(Math.log10(countArr[i]/20865.)/Math.log10(2.)));
}
System.out.println(ent);
}
public static void count(){
for (int i=1;i<lineReader.size();i++){
countArr[i]=Integer.parseInt(lineReader.get(i));
}
}
public static void calculateDivisor(){
divisor=0;
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for (int i=0;i<countArr.length;i++){
if (countArr[i]>0){
divisor=i;
}
}
}
public static void Branch(){
double branch=0.;
branchFinal=0.;
double count1=0.;
double count2=0.;
for( int a=1;a<divisor+1;a++){
for( int i=1;i<valueReader.size();i++)
{
//
System.out.println(Integer.parseInt(valueReader.get(i))+" =
"+Integer.parseInt(domReader.get(i)));
if(Integer.parseInt(valueReader.get(i))==a&&Integer.parseInt(domReader.get(i))==1){
count1++;
}
else
if(Integer.parseInt(valueReader.get(i))==a&&Integer.parseInt(domReader.get(i))==2){
count2++;
}
}

//-p1*log2 p1 -p2*log2 p2
if (countArr[a]!=0){
if(count1>0){
branch=branch+(-count1/countArr[a]*
(Math.log10(count1/countArr[a])/Math.log10(2.)));
}
if(count2>0){
branch=branch+(-count2/countArr[a]*
(Math.log10(count2/countArr[a])/Math.log10(2.)));
}
branchFinal=branchFinal+countArr[a]/20865.*branch;
}
count1=0;
count2=0;
branch=0;
}
System.out.println(branchFinal);
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}
public static void gain(){
System.out.println(discovery-branchFinal);
System.out.println((discovery-branchFinal)/ent);
}
}
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4. Apriori Program:
//This is a sample for the DOM attribute. Program is changed based off of possible attribute
//values
public class Apriori {
static ArrayList <String>lineReader=new ArrayList<>();
public static void main (String [] args){
readFile();
count();
}
public static void readFile(){
lineReader= new ArrayList<String>();
try {
File myObj = new File("/Users/Open/Desktop/ReadThesis.txt");
Scanner myReader = new Scanner(myObj);
while (myReader.hasNextLine()) {
String data = myReader.nextLine();
if(!data.isEmpty()){
lineReader.add(data);
}
}
myReader.close();
} catch (FileNotFoundException e) {
System.out.println("An error occurred.");
e.printStackTrace();
}
}
public static void count(){
BufferedWriter writer=null;
try {
int c=0;
writer = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter("Rsch.txt"));
for (String s: lineReader){
c=Integer.parseInt(s);
if(c>=0&&c<=90){
writer.write("1\n");
}else if(c>90&&c<=270){
writer.write("2\n");
}else if(c>270){
writer.write("3\n");
}else{
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writer.write("0\n");
}
}
}catch (IOException e) {
// TODO Auto-generated catch block
e.printStackTrace();
} finally {
if (writer != null) {
try {
writer.close();
} catch (IOException e) {
// TODO Auto-generated catch block
e.printStackTrace();
}
}
}
}
}
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